Referencing an Exhibition Catalogue:

Referencing an Exhibition Catalogue:

This is the essential information and order you need (Citation order).

- Author of catalogue
- Year (in round brackets)
- Title of exhibition (in italics)
- Location and date(s) of exhibition
- [Exhibition catalogue]

It should look like this example:


**This will look like this in a body of work:**

Reading enables you to go deeper into your understanding of your research books are an integral part of this.

By doing a literature review it shows that you have understood your reading and the breadth and depth of your research on a given topic.

Make sure you include everything as using someone else's ideas and using them as your own is as much plagiarism as direct quotes so remember to reference!

**Bibliography/Reading list**


Thomas, Nancy Pickering. *Information Literacy and Information Skills Instruction : Applying Research to Practice in the School Library Media Center*. 2nd ed. ed: Westport, Conn. : Libraries

Your footnote should look like this for an exhibition catalogue